ABSTRACT Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are used for image enhancement such as single image super-resolution (SISR) and deblurring. The conventional GANs-based image enhancement suffers from two drawbacks that cause a quality degradation due to a loss of detailed information. First, the conventional discriminator network adopts strided convolution layers which cause a reduction in the resolution of the feature map, and thereby resulting in a loss of detailed information. Second, the previous GANs for image enhancement use the feature map of the visual geometry group (VGG) network for generating a content loss, which also causes visual artifacts because the maxpooling layers in the VGG network result in a loss of detailed information. To overcome these two drawbacks, this paper presents a proposal of a new resolution-preserving discriminator network architecture which removes the strided convolution layers, and a new content loss generated from the VGG network without maxpooling layers. The proposed discriminator network is applied to the super-resolution generative adversarial network (SRGAN), which is called a resolution-preserving SRGAN (RPSRGAN). Experimental results show that RPSRGAN generates more realistic super-resolution images than SRGAN does, and consequently, RPSRGAN with the new content loss improves the average peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) by 0.75 dB and 0.32 dB for super-resolution images with the scale factors of 2 and 4, respectively. For deblurring, the visual appearance is also significantly improved, and the average PSNR is increased by 1.54 dB when the proposed discriminator and content loss are applied to the deblurring adversarial network.
I. INTRODUCTION
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [1] consist of a discriminator network (D) and a generator network (G), where G aims to transform the input noisy samples (z) into realistic data samples and D discerns how much realistic data sample G produces as output. The loss from D helps G to be properly trained to generate realistic data samples; thus, GANs are suitable for image enhancement methods, such as single image super-resolution (SISR) and deblurring. Image enhancement requires operations that transform an image corrupted by absence of pixels and blurring to an image similar to the original one [2] - [19] . This is similar to the The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Orazio Gambino.
operation of the G in GANs, which converts noisy samples to realistic data samples. As a result, image enhancement using GANs with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) generates images of better-quality than those using conventional CNNs [9] , [14] - [16] .
When applying GANs to image enhancement, G is trained by two types of loss. One is an adversarial loss from D which is the determined difference between the enhanced and original images by D. The other is a content loss, which is the difference between the enhanced and original images by a pixel value or a feature value. In the field of image enhancement, a proper content loss is important to generate a high-quality output image. Conventional image enhancement using GANs follows the guidelines used for the generation of deep convolutional generative adversarial networks (DCGANs) [20] . In the guidelines of DCGANs, the strided convolution layers of D reduce the resolution of the feature map, and consequently, the detailed information of the image is removed by the spatial pooling operation, which degrades the image quality.
A content loss uses pixel-wise or feature-wise mean square error (MSE) to keep high-frequency texture details. A pretrained VGG19 network [21] is widely used to produce feature-wise MSE [9] - [11] , [14] , [15] . The VGG19 networkbased content loss helps a CNN to generate more realistic output image than the pixel-wise loss does [10] , [11] . However, the maxpooling layers in the VGG19 network reduce the resolution of the feature maps. In image classification, the reduction of a feature map improves its accuracy because the VGG19 network only keeps the global information required for the classification. However, this means that it removes detailed local information of an image, which is essential for the high-quality SISR. Thus, the reduction of feature map resolution results in significant degradation of the image quality when the networks are used for image enhancement.
In this paper, new architectures of D and VGG19 are proposed to improve adversarial and content losses, respectively. The main contributions are as follows.
• A new architecture of D is proposed, which maintains the resolution of an image and this architecture reduces a quality degradation caused by the lack of spatial information.
• An improved content loss is also proposed by removing the maxpooling layers of the VGG19 network.
• Application of these two methods, i.e., the proposed architecture of D and the proposed content loss, to SISR achieves improvement of the visual similarity between the super-resolution and original images. The average peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is improved by 0.75 dB and 0.32 dB for scale factors ×2 and ×4, respectively, when compared with the average PSNR of SRGAN. Moreover, the proposed discriminator and content loss increase the average PSNR by 1.54 dB in deblurring. These results show that the proposed discriminator architecture and content loss are suitable for image enhancement.
The remainder of this paper comprises four sections. Section II introduces the image enhancement methods with CNNs and GANs. Section III describes the proposed discriminator architecture, and the proposed content loss. Section IV presents the experimental results of the proposed methods. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
II. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT WITH CNNS A. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK-BASED IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
SISR aims to generate a super-resolution image (I SR ), an output image of CNNs, that does not lose the detailed information of the original high-resolution image (I HR ).
There are extensive research efforts, which use learningbased approaches, to generate high-quality I SR [2] - [5] , [12] , [13] . Recently, CNN-based SISR outperforms these conventional methods, and this new approach has become the mainstream. The initial study of the CNN-based SISR is called super-resolution CNN (SRCNN) [6] . SRCNN consists of three convolution layers and generates better image quality than conventional non-CNN-based SISR methods. A deep CNN offers better performance as the depth is deeper, and a very deep convolutional network for image super-resolution (VDSR) is proposed [7] . In VDSR, the skip connection [22] is employed so that a CNN learns the difference between I SR and I HR , and this skip connection keeps the CNN from a vanishing gradient problem. As a result, VDSR maintains the detailed information of I SR better than SRCNN. An enhanced deep super-resolution network (EDSR) [8] adopts residual blocks [23] to further improve the visual quality of an image over the existing CNN-based SISR methods.
Deblurring transforms a blurred image into a clear image with various operations. Deblurring methods using a CNN are classified into two categories. First, a CNN is used to estimate the blur kernel [18] , [19] . Sun et al. use a classification CNN to select the most similar blur kernel among 73 predefined blur kernels [18] . The second is an end-to-end method that generates a deblurred image without kernel estimation. Nah et al. [16] and Noroozi et al. [17] propose deblurring operations using multi-scale CNNs.
B. GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS FOR IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
Super-resolution generative adversarial network (SRGAN) [9] applies the GANs [1] structure to SISR. The SRGAN consists of the D and G, with its structure similar to that of GANs. The G of an SRGAN receives a low-resolution image (I LR ) and produces a super-resolution image (I SR = G(I LR )) as the output. The D receives I SR from the G and I HR , which is the original image, and makes the real and fake decisions for I HR and I SR , respectively. The D and G are trained by a two-player minimax game of value function
The G employs the perceptual loss (l SR ), which is the weighted sum of an adversarial loss (l SR Gen ) and a content loss (l SR VGG/i ). Fig. 1 shows the difference between the original GANs and the SRGAN. The original GANs have D and G, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The G of GANs produces G(z) as the output from the noise input z and the D makes the real and fake decisions for x and G(z), respectively. In Fig. 1(b) , a VGG19 network is used to generate a content loss in the SRGAN structure. The VGG19 network exists independently of the GANs structure and generates the feature map (φ) for the input image. The purpose of G in the original GANs is to generate an image that looks realistic from a noise input. Thus, there is no ground truth for the output image and some noise in the output image is acceptable. On the contrary, the goal of G in the SRGAN is to generate an image that is similar to I HR from I LR . Therefore, I SR should keep the color or structure of I HR and the detailed information of the image without noise. To recover the detailed information of I HR , the content loss is essential in addition to the adversarial loss. Eq. (2) shows l SR of the original SRGAN. In the SRGAN, the ratio of an adversarial loss to a content loss is 10 −3 . The adversarial loss becomes large as I SR is determined to be closer to fake. Thus, it makes G produce I SR as output, which resembles I HR . This loss adds a sharpening effect to I SR . A content loss causes the color and the structure of I SR to be similar to those of I HR . The goal of the content loss is to maintain the high frequency details of I SR such as texture.
The l SR VGG/i in Eq. (2) uses the MSE between the feature maps, which are the output from the ith convolution layer by inputting I HR and I SR into a pre-trained VGG19 network. A feature map-based content loss is advantageous to maintain the texture details as compared to pixel-wise MSE [10] , [11] . Eq. (3) shows l SR VGG/i is the content loss from the output feature map of the ith convolution layer (after activation) in the VGG19 network, where φ i is the output feature map of the ith convolution layer in the VGG19 network. W i and H i denote the width and height of φ i , respectively. In Eq. (3), φ i ( ) x,y denotes the feature, which is located on (x, y) in the φ i . The SRGAN is trained to produce I SR as the output similar to I HR thanks to the perceptual loss.
The other image enhancement method that has the same structure as the SRGAN is the deblurring adversarial network (DeblurGAN) [15] . The DeblurGAN consists of G for generating a deblurred image (I DB ) from a blurred one (I B ) and D for distinguishing I DB from I HR . The D of a Deblur-GAN is the same as the D architecture of a PatchGAN [24] .
The DeblurGAN employs the VGG19 network for the content loss as well as the SRGAN.
C. DEEP CONVOLUTIONAL GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
Previous studies on GANs construction follow the guidelines of Radford et al. [20] to ensure stable training of GANs architecture [25] - [27] . Also, GANs with this guideline are applied to a number of fields such as image enhancement [9] , [14] - [16] , image-to-image translation, action prediction and semantic segmentation [24] , [28] , [29] . The guidelines for configuring D as a CNN are as follows: applying batch normalization (BN) [30] to a CNN, removing hidden fully connected (FC) layers, using leaky rectified activation unit (LeakyReLU) [31] as an activation function, and changing all the pooling operations to strided convolutions. Using LeakyReLU and strided convolution layers mean that GANs training is stable when the information of the feature map in D is preserved. Strided convolution layers maintain the feature map information rather than the maxpooling layer. However, these layers keep only the global information useful for object classification. Both strided convolution and maxpooling layers do spatially pooling operation. This pooling operation aggregates several local descriptor encodings to a single representation, and it may lose information of input image [32] . It is useful to remove the detailed local information by reducing the resolution when classifying the input image with many labels such as ImageNet [33] .
Recently, the GANs structure is applied to image enhancement including SISR and deblurring. The discriminator networks in SRGAN and DeblurGAN adopt strided convolution layers. Besides, the VGG19 network contains four maxpooling layers among 16 convolution layers. The detailed information of I HR is related to the resolution of the feature map rather than the depth of the feature map. This paper proposes a D architecture for applying GANs to image enhancement and a method for improving a content loss using the VGG19 network.
III. RESOLUTION-PRESERVING GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK
This section presents the problems that occur when the input image passes through the strided convolution layers of the D and the maxpooling layers of the VGG19 network in SRGAN. To overcome the problem, this paper presents a proposal of a new D architecture and content loss generation method suitable for image enhancement. The proposed method maintains the resolution of the feature maps in the D and the VGG19 network, and thereby avoiding the spatial information loss in the feature map. Therefore, the proposed method generates visually enhanced output images even if the architecture of the G is not changed. The proposed D architecture uses the same value function of V (D, G) as Goodfellow et al. [1] .
FIGURE 2.
Comparison of the discriminator network architecture with corresponding number of output feature map channels (n) and stride (s) indicated for each convolution layer. All convolution layers in the discriminator network has kernel size 3. (a) Discriminator in SRGAN [9] (hidden FC removed) and (b) the proposed discriminator architecture. (c) The last convolution layer's output feature map of the conventional SRGAN's discriminator network. The feature maps are enlarged to the same size of I HR ; (d) The last convolution layer's output feature map of the proposed discriminator network. In the cases of (c) and (d), I SR and I HR of ''Baboon'' images are input to discriminator networks to get the feature maps, respectively. Besides, I SR , which is the input image of both discriminator networks, is generated by SRResNet [9] for the scale factor 4.
A. REESOLUTION-PRESERVING DISCRIMINATOR NETWORK
In SRGAN, the D is the classification network that categories I SR and I HR into real and fake, respectively. The general classification network uses pooling layers or strided convolution layers that reduce the feature map resolution. These layers are used for the robustness of the network so that a classification result is hardly affected by local information of an image. Unlike common image classification, SISR needs local information, which is related to feature map resolution, to recover the detailed information of I HR . Therefore, it is important to maintain detailed information in the D for the decision of an input image to real or fake based on local information of the image. In this paper, a resolution-preserving discriminator network (D RP ) is proposed to maintain the detailed information of an image. The guidelines to construct D RP architecture are as follows. First, remove all the pooling operations in D RP . The pooling operation merges or samples several data to a datum, and this leads to a loss of information for the feature map, which is delivered to the next convolution layer. For the decision of I SR and I HR to fake and real, respectively, detailed spatial information of an image should be preserved from the beginning to the end of the discriminator network. Eliminating pooling operation helps the discriminator network to examine seriously the local difference between the I SR and the I HR . In case of the strided convolution layer, the size of stride is set to 1 for all convolution layers in D RP to meet this guideline. Fig. 3(a) , and the convolution operation with kernel size 3 is applied to VOLUME 7, 2019 the feature map without zero padding. Fig. 3 (b) shows convolution operations, which are applied to the input feature map. Besides, Fig. 3(c) shows the discarded sub-patches when the convolution operation with a stride of 2 is applied to the input feature map. In this figure, θ represents a 3 × 3 convolution filter. The strided convolution is represented by Eq. (4) where if (y, x) and of (y, x) represent the input and output feature maps at (y, x), respectively. Here, k means the kernel size of a convolution layer, and s represents the size of the stride. Besides, θ(i, j) represents the value of the parameter at (i, j) of the convolution filter. A strided convolution layer samples input feature map with the period of the stride.
If a stride of 2 is applied to the convolution operation, four input feature map sub-patches, which have if (1, 1), if (1, 3) , if (3, 1) , and if (3, 3) as the centers, are used as the inputs (Fig. 3(b) ). An input image is distinguished to real or fake based on the sampled feature map. Therefore, G is trained to minimize error between I HR and I SR based on the sampled feature map, which has already lost spatially local information. On the other hand, if the D RP does not include a strided convolution, it can distinguish real or fake from an input image by considering the whole feature map as shown in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c) . Therefore, the adversarial loss (l RP Gen ) generated by D RP causes G to learn in a direction toward a reduction of all the errors of I SR .
The second guideline for D RP construction is that the number of output channels of the convolution layers should be gradually decreased starting from the layer closest to the input image. When the number of features input to the FC is large, the number of parameters of the FC is also large. As FC is liable to overfitting [34] , a large number of FC parameters may cause the overfitting of D RP and mode collapse of the GANs. Thus, a small number of parameters are needed for the prevention of overfitting of D RP . Contrary to FC, the D RP requires a sufficient number of parameters in order for D RP and G to maintain a two-player minimax game. This is because D RP does not have enough capacity to distinguish between I SR and I HR when the number of parameters of a CNN is small. To meet these two aspects, the number of output channels of the convolution layers is reduced by the number of strides instead of using strided convolution layers. The proposed guideline enables a small number of inputs to the FC layer of D RP and allows the D RP to have a capacity to obtain an efficient solution in the minimax formulation. In Fig. 2(a) , the number of the parameters of the ith convolution layer, which is located next to a strided one is w i−1 × h i−1 × 1 s 2 ×n i−1 ×n i−1 ×s, where w i and h i represent the width and height of the input feature map of the ith convolution layer, respectively, and n i is the number of output channels of the ith convolution layer. In Fig. 2(b) , a channel-reduced ith convolution layer also has w i−1
parameters. A strided convolution layer or pooling layer eases the optimization of a CNN, which is the D in this work, [35] . Both the channel-reduced convolution layer and the strided convolution layer decrease the number of features in a feature map, thereby making it easy to optimize a CNN. Therefore, reducing the number of channels in a convolution layer is similar to using a strided convolution layer while the channelreduced convolution layer maintains the resolution of the feature map.
The third guideline follows the one used for DCGAN in [20] to remove the hidden FC layer. In [9] , the D includes two FC layers which output 1,024 features and one feature, respectively. The hidden FC, which outputs 1,024 features, calculates the weighted sum for an output feature map, which is from the last convolution layer, and this leads to a loss of spatially local information. The D RP with no hidden FC layer, determines an input image to real or fake by spatially local information of the image because the spatial information is not merged or sampled before the last layer in the D RP . The GANs structure using D RP , which follows these three guidelines, also maintains the same structure as the original SRGAN. Therefore, the value function V (D RP , G) for the SRGAN with D RP is equal to that presented in Eq. (1) by changing D to D RP .
B. REESOLUTION-PRESERVING CONTENT LOSS
The SRGAN uses content loss (l SR VGG/16 ) presented in Eq. (3) instead of pixel-wise MSE because it makes the generator output more realistic I SR than the pixel-wise loss does [10] , [11] . Whenever a feature map passes through a maxpooling layer, its resolution is reduced to 4 of the original resolution. The number of features for the output feature map of the last convolution layer of the VGG19 network is H 0 × W 0 × 2 = 512 2 4 ×2 4 and it is less than the number of pixels (= H 0 × W 0 × 3) for the input image. Therefore, detailed information of an input image is removed while passing through four maxpooling layers in the VGG19 network. In this paper, a resolution-preserving content loss (l RP VGG/i ) is proposed. This content loss maintains the resolution of the feature maps and keeps the details of images. In this case, l RP VGG/i is obtained by removing all the maxpooling layers of the VGG19 network. The VGG19 network is trained with four maxpooling layers, which is the same architecture as the original VGG19 network. These maxpooling layers are removed after the end of training. The output feature map from the ith convolution layer (after activation) of the VGG19 network with no maxpooling layers is represented by φ RP i . The proposed content loss l RP VGG/i is obtained by replacing φ i of Eq. (3) with φ RP i , where φ RP i maintains the same resolution as the input image using any ith convolution layer of the VGG19 network. In addition, as the feature map of the higher ith convolution layer is used, the number of the channels and detailed features increase. The number of the features for the last convolution layer of the proposed content loss is H 0 × W 0 × 512, which is 170.7 times larger than the number of pixels in an input image. Compared to the conventional content loss, the resolution-preserving content loss also uses the pre-trained VGG19 network, and the proposed content loss also helps the training of G to generate I SR , which is perceptually similar to I HR . Fig. 4 shows the normalized absolute difference of feature maps for the content loss between I HR and I SR . The normalized absolute differences feature maps for the conventional and the proposed content losses are calculated and φ RP 16 ( ) c represent the c th channel of φ 16 for the conventional VGG19 network and the network without maxpooling layers, respectively. Images in Set14 [12] datasets are used for generating the feature maps, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . In this case, φ i and φ RP i use the output feature maps of the 16th convolution layer in the VGG19 network (i = 16). The φ 16 decreases the resolution of the feature map, resulting in a loss of image information, and the detailed information of the image disappears as shown in Fig. 4(b) . This reduces the accuracy of the content loss. Moreover, the φ RP 16 has no loss of spatial image information; thus, the content loss is generated in a detailed part of the image, as shown in Fig. 4(c) .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. DATASETS AND EVALUATION METHODS
In this paper, the same test sets in [9] are used, i.e., Set5 [13] , Set14 [12] , BSD100 [36] , and Urban100 [37] . The SISR for scale factors ×2 and ×4 are tested. I LR s are obtained by applying bicubic resizing to I LR s and reducing the horizontal and vertical resolutions by the scale factor, respectively. Therefore, the resolutions of I SR and I HR are the same. The dataset for the experiment with the DeblurGAN uses the GoPro dataset [16] and halves the resolution of the image, as discussed in [15] . This dataset includes spatially blurred images caused by moving people and a static background. The conventional blurred image datasets do not include such artifacts.
PSNR and structural similarity (SSIM) [38] are used to measure the objective image quality. For Y channel of I SR , the border is removed by four pixels, and the PSNR and SSIM are measured. The original SRGAN does not disclose the source code or pre-trained parameters [9] . Therefore, SRResNet and SRGAN, implemented by TensorFlow (SRResNet-TF and SRGAN-TF, respectively) [39] , are used to objectively analyze the effect of the proposed methods. Experiments for DeblurGAN are performed in the PyTorch environment, which is discussed in [15] . TABLE 1. Average PSNR (dB)/SSIM for SRResNet and SRGAN on Set5, Set14, BSD100 and Urban100 datasets according to the training set (scale factor ×4).
B. EVALUATION OF RPSRGAN 1) TRAINING DETAILS
The D RP and G are trained using two NVIDIA GTX TitanX Pascal GPUs. The DIV2K dataset [40] consisting of 800 highresolution images is used for training [8] . Table 1 presents the comparison of average PSNR and SSIM results of SRResNet and SRGAN. Set5, Set14, and BSD100 are used like the experiment in [9] . The results of SRResNet-TF, and those of [9] and [8] show a PSNR difference of 0.02 dB, which means that the difference is negligible. The difference of the average PSNR between SRGAN-TF and that of [9] is 0.04 dB, which is negligible. Therefore, SRGAN-TF is used for the baseline to show the improvement by applying the proposed methods in this paper. Hereafter in this paper, SRResNet-TF and SRGAN-TF are denoted respectively by SRResNet and SRGAN, respectively.
The training data is augmented with random horizontal flips and rotations. This paper proposes architectures of the discriminator and the VGG19 networks for the adversarial and the content losses, respectively. Thus, all training options, which can affect the SISR performance, for the RPSRGAN are same as those of SRGAN [9] . The size of I LR patch is 24 × 24 and has RGB channels. [9] . The content loss is rescaled by multiplying by 0.006 which is the same to [9] . The RPSR-GAN is trained by Adam optimizer (β = 0.9) [41] Besides, it takes 87 hours for the training of RPSRGAN with the resolution-preserving content loss. RPSRGAN uses two GPUs to train the generator network because it needs sufficient memory to be trained with both the proposed adversarial and content losses. Otherwise, a single GPU is used to train SISR structures. 
2) ARCHITECTURES OF RESOLUTION-PRESERVING DISCRIMINATOR AND GENERATOR NETWORKS
The architecture of D RP is chosen empirically. Table 3 shows the average PSNR and SSIM results of Set5, Set14, and BSD100 test sets for the various architecture of D RP , which follows guidelines in subsection III.A. Model 3 is composed as the maximum size that the RPSRGAN, which following the guidelines exactly, can be trained using a single GPU with the scale factor ×4. In this paper, the architecture of the generator network is fixed to ignore performance improvement due to the change of generator network architecture. Therefore, G uses superresolution deep residual network (SRResNet) architecture from SRGAN [9] . The SRResNet has two sub-pixel convolution layers [42] . Each sub-pixel convolution layer doubles the horizontal and vertical resolutions of the feature map. For scale factor ×2, one pixel shuffler layers, which includes a convolution layer, a pixel shuffler, and an activation layer, is removed.
3) EVALUATION RESULTS
In the case of scale factor ×4, I LR has no detailed information, especially about the text. Therefore, the excessive sharpening effect is an element that makes I SR look like I HR . However, in the case of scale factor ×2, detailed information of I LR is preserved. Therefore, a proper sharpening effect of I SR is important to maintain detailed information of I HR . The D RP has the characteristics that focus on detailed information, so the perceptual quality, i.e. perceptual index, of I SR is improved. However, D RP cannot remove all visual artifact of the I SR . The l RP VGG has the characterstices that reduce the distortion of between I SR and I HR and consequently it also reduces the visual artifact, i.e. noise, of I SR . The conventional content loss, however, reduces the distortion of features, which only has the role of classifying an image to an object, between I SR and I HR . These features neglect information, which is non-dominant in the classification of an image, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , and it may lead the color of I SR to become faint. However, the l RP VGG additionally utilizes the features, which doesn't have a key role in the classification but have local detailed information of an image. This means that l RP VGG takes advantage of pixel-wise loss, and it improves the quantitative quality, i.e. PSNR, and SSIM, of I SR . These characteristics are shown in the following experimental images.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the experimental results of scale factor ×2. The SRResNet produces a blurred I SR , as output. The SRGAN increases the sharpening effect on I SR due to the adversarial loss of D; however, it generates the visual artifact in the text, as shown in Fig. 5 . There is a noisy artifact around characters. The RPSRGAN suppresses noisy artifact of SRGAN especially for the yellow characters since text has more detailed information than background. The SRGAN (l RP VGG ) reduces the noise of SRGAN especially for the violet and red colored characters. Besides, the RPSRGAN (l RP VGG ) produces the clearest characters image compared with SRGAN, RPSRGAN, and SRGAN (l RP VGG ) because D RP enhances perceptual quality and l RP VGG reduces visual distortion of I SR . In Fig. 6 , the SRGAN is shown to generate the artifacts around the window. When D RP is applied to the SRGAN, the artifact around the window is reduced, as shown in Fig. 6 . In the window frame, there is a distortion in the output images of RPSRGAN and SRGAN (l RP VGG ). Contrarily, the RPSRGAN (l RP VGG ) eliminates this distortion and generates an image similar to I HR .
Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 show the super-resolution results for scale factor ×4. In Fig. 7 , the similarity between I SR and I HR is increased when the RPSRGAN (l RP VGG ) is used, especially in the red box. On the contrary, SRResNet generates a blurred image. While the SRGAN generates a sharpened image, it also creates a visual artifact. In the green box, the RPSRGAN generates a clearer image than SRGAN does, because it focuses on reducing the average distortion of I SR and I HR , and RPSRGAN (l RP VGG ) outputs high-quality images compared with SRGAN. In Fig. 9 , the SRGAN and SRGAN (l RP VGG ) damage the face because the conventional D cannot keep the detailed information of the face; however, the RPSR-GAN and RPSRGAN (l RP VGG ) keep the detailed information of the face because D RP preserves the detailed information. In Fig. 10 , RPSRGAN recovers the beared texture because D RP focuses on local information in the image, but the conventional D, i.e. SRGAN and SRGAN (l RP VGG ), is not. It is also shown in Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) . RPSRGAN (l RP VGG ) also restores the beared area finely. This means that if restores the detailed information of the texture area. In Fig. 11 , RPSRGAN generates more textures on the branches compared to SRGANs, which use the conventional D. However, RPSRGAN (l RP VGG ) outputs the image, which contains fine texture without visual artifact thanks to the D RP and l RP VGG . Table 4 shows the PSNR and SSIM results for scale factors ×2 and ×4. In this experiment, Set5, Set14, BSD100 and Urban100 test sets are used. The average PSNR for scale factors ×2 and ×4 increases by 0.44 dB and 0.20 dB, respectively, when D RP is applied to the SRGAN. The average SSIMs are also increased by 0.0017 and 0.0048 with D RP for scale factors ×2 and ×4, respectively. In addition, the average PSNRs increase by 0.59 dB and 0.38 dB for the scale factor ×2 and ×4, respectively, when l RP VGG is applied to SRGAN. In addition, l RP VGG increases the average SSIMs by 0.0099 and 0.0140 for the scale factor ×2 and ×4, respectively. The SRGAN can be trained with the content loss with multiple feature maps from the shallow and deep convolution layers to preserve both the detailed and the perceptual information of an image like SRGAN (l RP VGG ). The pooling operation aggregates several features to a single one, and this loses the detailed information of an image. The shallow layer keeps the detailed information of an image because the number of maxpooling layers is smaller than that of the deep layer. The deep layer keeps the perceptual information of an image. The 4th and 16th convolution layers are used for the shallow and deep layers, respectively, multiplying the content loss in the 4th layer by 2 × 10 −8 and the loss in the 16th layer by 0.006 as in [9] . The average PSNR of the scale factor ×4 is 27.23 dB for Set5 and Set14. The average PSNR value is between 27.16 dB and 27.33 dB in [9] , which are the average PSNR values of the SRGANs trained for the content loss in the 16th and 4th convolution layers, respectively. This result means that mixing the content loss cannot preserve the detailed information because of the deep convolution layer's content loss. Moreover, the average PSNR value of SRGAN with the 4th convolution layer's content loss is 0.10 dB lower than that of SRGAN (l RP VGG ) because the maxpooling layer loses the information of an image [32] .
The Table 5 shows the average PSNR and SSIM of conventional SRGAN structures, which use a larger discriminator network compared to the original SRGAN's discriminator network. The channel scale is multiplied by the number of output channels for all convolution layers of the original SRGAN's discriminator network. For example, the number of output VOLUME 7, 2019 channels of convolution layers is increased by 1.5 when the channel scale is 1.5. Increasing the size of the discriminator network does not affect SISR performance significantly. On the other hand, if the channel scale is larger than or equal to 2.0, the SISR performance decreases compared to that of the original SRGAN. The average PSNR /SSIM of the channel scale factor 2.5 and 3.0 are 24.68/0.6722 and 24.72/0.6723, respectively. These values are smaller than those of the original SRGAN structure. In the case of the channel factor is 1.5, the average PSNR and SSIM are 24.85 and 0.6808, respectively, which are higher than those of the original SRGAN by 0.08 dB and 0.0101, respectively. However, the average PSNR and SSIM of RPSRGAN are 24.97 and 0.6845, respectively. This means that the proposed resolution-preserving architecture is suitable for SISR performance rather than increasing the size of the discriminator network. Table 6 shows the average root mean square error (RMSE) and perception index (PI) of PIRM self-validation dataset.
The lower values of these, the higher visual quality. The perceptual image restoration manipulation (PIRM) dataset is used in the PIRM 2018 challenge [45] . All experiment results are in the ''region 3'' [45] , of which the RMSE is higher than 12.5, that means the image quality is mainly decided by PI. Enhanced SRGAN (ESRGAN) [47] has the best performance, but the size of G is 33.13 times larger than RPSRGAN's G. Besides, the G of enhanced perceptual super-resolution network (EPSR) [46] is also 27.97 times larger than that of RPSRGAN. This paper focuses on the architecture of the discriminator network, so the baseline network (BNet) [46] is selected for the comparison because the sizes of BNet and RPSRGAN are similar. The BNet is the simplified version of EPSR and it adopts SRResNet's architecture with 32 residual blocks, which is 1.75 times larger than SRResNet. SRGAN has higher PI by 0.003 compared to BNet whereas RPSRGAN has lower PI by 0.039 compared to BNet. This means that D RP improves G's perceptual quality of SISR. In the cases of SRGAN (l RP VGG ) and RPSRGAN (l RP VGG ), the PI increases and RMSE decreases. This means that l RP VGG more focuses on decreasing the distortion of I SR than the perceptual quality of I SR . Moreover, the RPSR-GAN and RPSRGAN (l RP VGG ) have 0.371 and 0.104 lower PI than EnhanceNet [48] , respectively. This means the proposed methods generate high visual quality image than EnhanceNet. These results show that the proposed methods improve the quality of I SR in both distortion and perception.
C. COMPARISON WITH THE DUAL DISCRIMINATOR GANS STRUCTURE FOR SISR
Instead of increasing the size of discriminator network, Park et al. propose using two discriminator networks for SISR [14] . One discriminator network discerns real and fake images by I HR and I SR . The other discriminator network also recognizes the real and fake image by the feature maps of I HR and I SR . Nguyen et al. also propose using two discriminator networks [44] . In [44] , one discriminator network compensates high scores for real data (I HR ) and the other rewards high scores for fake data (I SR ). These two methods are applied to SRGAN [9] , and SISR performance is compared with the case where the D RP is applied. In this experiment, all training options are the same to those of RPSRGAN for the comparison of difference among the discriminator architectures. The SRResNet is used for the generator network, and the discriminator network in [9] is used for dual discriminator methods to neglect the difference of the generator network. The superresolution using feature discriminator network (SRFeat) [14] uses VGG19 network for the generation of input data for the feature discriminator network, and the 5th convolution layer in VGG19 network is used for this input data as in [14] . The other discriminator network gets the I HR and I SR for the input data. By applying dual discriminator generative adversarial networks (D2GAN) [44] to SRGAN [9] , superresolution D2GAN (SRD2GAN) is composed in this experiment. The I HR and I SR are input to the discriminator networks of SRD2GAN. Table 7 shows the results. The SRFeat outputs the same average PSNR to that of SRGAN, and the average PSNR of SRFeat is 0.0056 lower than that of SRGAN. The result of SRD2GAN shows the lowest average PSNR and SSIM among the four experiments in this table. The RPSRGAN, which uses the proposed discriminator network, outputs highest average PSNR and SSIM in this experiment, even though the SRFeat and SRD2GAN use two discriminator networks. These results show that the proposed discriminator network architecture is effective for SISR.
D. EVALUATION OF RESOLUTION-PRESERVING DEBLUR GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
The results of the original DeblurGAN [15] are compared with those with the application of D RP and resolutionpreserving content loss. DeblurGAN generates a superior quality I DB as compared to the existing CNN-based deblurring algorithms. Kypyn et al. present a pre-trained parameter and experimental environment of DeblurGAN WILD . In this paper, the discriminator of DeblurGAN WILD is changed to D RP , which is denoted by RPDeblurGAN, and the content loss is changed to resolution-preserving content loss, which is DeblurGAN (l RP VGG ). In addition, both the D RP and the resolution-preserving content loss are applied to the DeblurGAN WILD , which is RPDeblurGAN (l RP VGG ). The content loss for DeblurGAN (l RP VGG ) is generated by the 11th convolution layer of the VGG19 network and all the maxpooling layers in the VGG19 network are removed. DeblurGAN WILD also uses the content loss from the output feature map of the 11th convolution layer of the VGG19 network. Fig. 12 shows the architecture of the discriminator network of RPDeblur-GAN. In Fig. 12 , n and s are the number of feature maps, and strides, respectively. The kernel size of all the convolution layers is 4. The G of DeblurGAN WILD , RPDeblurGAN, DeblurGAN (l RP VGG ), and RPDeblurGAN (l RP VGG ) are the same. For D RP in RPDeblurGAN, the calculation of mean, which is a gray box in Fig. 12 , is changed to a fully connected layer because the global average pooling hurts the convergence speed [20] . Besides, the adversarial loss of the D RP is multiplied by 10 −4 , which is the same as the ratio of RPSRGAN's adversarial loss. The deblurring experiments in this work are trained and tested with the GoPro dataset in the same environment as DeblurGAN WILD . [27] structure for image enhancement. The proposed content loss is suitable not only for the content loss of the VGG19's last layer but also for the loss of the shallow layer.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, resolution-preserving GANs for image enhancement is proposed. The details of an image are more related to the resolution than the depth of a feature map. The resolutionpreserving discriminator network architecture maintains the detailed information of an input image and generates the image from the generator network without a loss of detailed information. The visual qualities of both SRGAN and DeblurGAN are significantly enhanced by maintaining the resolution of the feature maps in the discriminator network. In addition, the resolution-preserving content loss also maintains the detailed information of the image. This content loss further improves the output image quality of super-resolution and deblurring. Experimental results show that the proposed discriminator architecture and content loss are effective for image enhancement by GANs.
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